Name/Occupation

My name is Thierry, I am 31 years old. My vsk name comes from a real nickname. Still
trying to find a job fitting good to me. I studied materials sciences and I had a try in
industry but I gave up. Then I passed the Yachtmaster Licence and did sailing vessel
delivering and some other stuffs at sea or not.

Did you sail when you
were younger, do you sail
in real life now?

I’ve always been sailing, from my first ages for summer holidays on the family cruising
boat ( kelt 7.60 ). It was a go to regattas at 6 in optimist, then in laser. I stopped
racing dinghy’s at 20 while I was starting to sail crew racing on sportboats and
keelboats but it seems I do prefer solo sailing, even if crew sailing is very interesting! I
recently sailed a few small short handed boats ( figaro2 and mini 6.50 ) and I wish I
will sail those boats more ! I’m actually looking for money partners to do solo offshore
racing.

When did you start
playing VSK, how did it
happen?

I started playing vsk5 in 2009 or 10. In the first times I played it sometimes and
mostly very late in the night for 1 or 2 races, then I spent more time on it and started
to be addict ! I had a first experience years before with vsk1 and 2, already good
games.

VSK - just a game? How
do you see VSK as part of
your real life?

It is a game and definitely a great simulator. As sailing is a good game, VSK is a good
video game. I play vsk to get fun and relax during free time. It is also a good learning
tool and I consider I increased some skills on real water with it, big example would be
the knowledge of the rules wich is a big part of a good tactic and a clean race.

Can you remember your
best moment and your
worst moment in the
game? (no need to say
names)

My best moments are probably when I joined BWS french team then TTW via Aurora
team, full of good moments with good people and having nice team play, for sure
better than playing alone.
Worst moment is when I started to play vsk, getting kicked because having nadeo skin
or asking cancellation in NPC…even after I understood what NPC means =), now I
understand why and the story sounds funny to me but it was really frustrating and that
delayed my addiction !

Who has influenced you
the most in VSK?

I would say everyone is influencing me, I have my own ideas but I like to look and
listen at others, taking good and bad from them. I have spent a lot of time training and
learning match racing with Caxa, Rodmada and Drao, all of 3 probably influenced the
most my gameplay. Even if I don’t know him in game nor in real, I’m of course a big
fan of Sunburn as I’m a fan of him in real water, he is such a good sailor.

What does Tricky Winds
as a club mean to you?

I joined TTW because my lovely french club died and I was not the guy to rebuild it.
I didn’t want to join an other club but I had enjoyable plays against ttw members all
along the team life, I had 1 of best moment joining Aurora for 1 event, in order to join
TTW afterwards, I ve always get a lot of respect for them and it was obvious to join
ttw. I’m very happy of this choice as it is full of laugh and good plays.

What is your vision for the
future of the game and for
Tricky Winds?

I did several stop, sometimes up to 2 years, true that at every comeback the daily
activity decrease on online server but it is amaizing how vsk is still healthy, it is for
sure an unique game technically well made with great community. In the last 2 or 3
years, It looks to me the activity is pretty stable and maybe more activities in the last
months. So I hope a chill end for vsk ! The same to TTW team which is still here and
still going ahead.

Anything else you want to
share with us?

A big thanks to all people keeping up the activities with the same mindset. Organise an
event is not easy and it is a lot of time before and after the races.
It is very pleasant to play them.

